Pension Trustee Liability
Defined contribution schemes

What are the risks?

DC code at a glance

With the risks associated with defined
benefit schemes well documented, it
may only be a matter of time before
defined contribution schemes become
the focus of litigation as they follow the
trend of pension arrangements moving
from defined benefit (DB) to defined
contribution (DC).
For those employers and/or trustees
who thought they were shifting the risk
from themselves to members when
moving from DB to DC, the claims of the
future may just prove this assumption to
be inaccurate.
The Pensions Regulator (TPR) has
recently changed its focus, largely
prompted by the implementation of
auto-enrolment. Millions of people over
the next few years will be contributing
towards their retirement and the
arrangement provided will undoubtedly
be of a DC nature. Improving outcomes
for DC scheme members is therefore an
area of increasing focus for the regulator.
TPR laid out its six principles for good
defined contribution schemes in 2011 and
they formed the foundation for a set of 31
quality features for DC schemes included
in the TPR’s draft code of practice, which
it consulted on earlier in 2013.
In its latest scheme governance survey
the TPR found 76% of schemes were
aware of the principles, but only 31%
said their scheme currently complied
with them all - 18 months after the
principles were published.

• The code contains detail and
examples of: 		
• The scope of trustees’ powers under
the rules		
• Key issues to be considered at trustee
meetings
• Expected levels of trustee knowledge
• Internal risk management controls
• Setting investment strategies and
default funds
• Security and liquidity of scheme
assets		
• Acting in members’ best interests
• Appointing advisers
• Employer and member-nominated
trustee engagement
• Administration and record-keeping
• Maintaining and monitoring
contributions
The Pensions Regulator’s defined
contribution code of conduct has
created a “paradigm shift” in trustee
knowledge requirements and leaves
trustees far more open to criticism,
industry experts claim.
Subject to Parliamentary approval, the
code will come into force in November
2013. At that time TPR will also publish
further guidance containing practical
examples of how trustees should use
the code.
The TPR’s recent scheme governance
survey also highlighted further areas
of concern.
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Most notably only 54% of schemes said
they had reviewed their Statement of
Investment Principles (SIP) in the last
three years. This is despite the fact that
it is a legal requirement for them to do
so at least once every three years or after
any significant change to the scheme’s
investment portfolio.
Even more worrying is the fact that 8%
of those who took part in the survey said
they had never reviewed their SIP, while
12% said they didn’t know when they last
reviewed it, and 14% didn’t even know
if their scheme had one.
This is worrying because if trustees
are not checking these things then
who is? Are many DC members being
offered investment strategies that just
aren’t up to scratch? Are these schemes
leaking money in terms of cost and poor
investment performance that could
be prevented?
DC schemes along with DB also need to
ensure they are compliant with TPR data
accuracy requirements.
In 2010, The Pensions Regulator set
specific targets for schemes to achieve
by December 2012 regarding ‘common
data’ - such as name, address and
date of birth:
• 100% to be in place for member data
created from the beginning of June
2010
• 95% for member data created before
June 2010
By now, the regulator expects schemes
to have taken significant steps to meet
these targets including measuring
their scheme data and, where data is
poor, having plans in place to correct
it. Failure to take steps to ensure the
completeness and accuracy of data held
by a scheme may lead to a breach of
internal control requirements.
Such breach may result in enforcement
action being taken as well as the
imposition of fines.

With DC now taking centre stage, it is
important that trustees of Trust-based
defined contribution schemes ensure
they have the right Pension Trustee
Liability Insurance in place. To discuss
further please contact your local Chubb
Financial Lines underwriter.
Working with Chubb
We trade through a select group of
brokers, and work hard to achieve
close relationships with each, offering a
prompt and valued service.
Our underwriters are highly rated
for their knowledge and expertise.
Flexibility combined with high levels of
underwriting authority at branch level
allow our underwriters to find solutions
to underwriting challenges.
Brokers have direct access to the
underwriters making the decisions and
can ensure a full understanding of the
risk and the issues faced by the client.
We are proud of our people, their
integrity and their professionalism.
Our claims teams settle non-complex
losses quickly with a minimum of
paperwork, whilst with larger, more
severe or complex losses, we seek to
work closely with the insured or the
broker to provide a consistent, prompt
and equitable settlement within agreed
service standards and time frames.
Significant investment in the latest
technology has enabled us to harness
market-leading electronic document
handling, creating significant
efficiencies in quotations, swift
and accurate policy issuance and
claims handling.
With a nationwide network of offices in
all the main financial centres of the UK
and Ireland, Chubb is ideally placed to
serve all sizes of company in all areas.

About Chubb
Chubb is the world’s largest publicly
traded property and casualty insurer.
With operations in 54 countries, Chubb
provides commercial and personal
property and casualty insurance,
personal accident and supplemental
health insurance, reinsurance and life
insurance to a diverse group of clients.
As an underwriting company, we assess,
assume and manage risk with insight and
discipline. We service and pay our claims
fairly and promptly. We combine the
precision of craftsmanship with decades
of experience to conceive, craft and
deliver the very best insurance coverage
and service to individuals and families,
and businesses of all sizes.
Chubb is also defined by its extensive
product and service offerings, broad
distribution capabilities, exceptional
financial strength and local operations
globally. The company serves
multinational corporations, mid-size
and small businesses with property and
casualty insurance and risk engineering
services; affluent and high net worth
individuals with substantial assets to
protect; individuals purchasing life,
personal accident, supplemental health,
homeowners, automobile and specialty
personal insurance coverage; companies
and affinity groups providing or offering
accident and health insurance programs
and life insurance to their employees
or members; and insurers managing
exposures with reinsurance coverage.
Chubb’s core operating insurance
companies maintain financial strength
ratings of AA from Standard & Poor’s and
A++ from A.M. Best. Chubb Limited, the
parent company of Chubb, is listed on the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CB) and
is a component of the S&P 500 index.
Chubb maintains executive offices in
Zurich, New York, London and other
locations, and employs approximately
31,000 people worldwide.
To discover more
chubb.com/uk
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